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“We will change the

way people drink

water sustainably.”
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BRITA Philosophy
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Our BRITA Philosophy summarizes our mission and vision, our 

identity and our shared core values.

Together, they embody our North Star – our 

long-term value framework and motivation for everything we 

do at BRITA.



“We have a un ique opportun ity and responsib ili ty to  m ake th is world a  l i ttle  
better. Wi th  less p lastic waste, less emissions and a long-term orientation.”

Markus  H ankammer

CEO BRITA Group since 1999

“Anyone, who cannot dream is not a realist.”

H einz  H ankammer

Inventor, Pioneer, Human (1931 – 2016)
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Since then, the company based in Taunusstein, Germany has developed
to an international group, producing a huge range of high-quality products
in state-of-the art factories in Germany, Italy, Great Britain and China.

The h is tory of BRITA began in  1966, when founder Heinz Hankammer had the 
idea to  optimize tap water in  a  practical  and easy way. 
Back then m anufacturing was indeed a fam ily business.

From Fami ly Manufac tur i ng  under 

a  P ear Tree…

… to  S ta te -o f- the -A rt ,  p remi um

Qua li ty and  hi ghly automi zed  P roduc t i on
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Today BRITA jugs  are ava i lable  in a  huge variety o f s izes and co lors. Other 
products s uch as professional fi l ter so lutions and m ains-fed water d ispensers 
have been added to  the portfol io over the years.

… to  a  Mu lt i-P roduct P ortfo lio

The fi rs t “m obi le” water fi lter for household use, 
BRITAs  fi rs t consumer product.

From a  One  P roduct C ompany…
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Meet Our Management
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Stefan Jonitz

Chief Financial Officer

“Our diversity – cultures, personalities, generations, 

fields of expertise, talents and experiences – combined with our

immense team spirit is our wealth.”

Markus Hankammer

CEO BRITA Group

“Deeply passionate about water, the environment and 

family, both my own and the BRITA family. And I love

taking on responsibilty for all of this.”

Dr. Rüdiger Kraege

Chief Commercial Officer

“It is so rewarding and inspiring to see our vision and 

mission come alive all over the world. We have a real 

purpose – that is how I understand success.”Stefan Jonitz                        Markus Hankammer                      Dr. Rüdiger Kraege
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Headquarter

Trust a Worldwide Leader in Drinking

Water Optimization

Presence in 

70 countries

Headquarter in Taunusstein 

close to Wiesbaden, Germany

Distributor markets

Subsidiaries

Production sites in Germany, 

Great Britain, Italy and China
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Sales and Employee Development

BRITA Group

990

2.262664 Mio. €

302 Mio. €

2022

2010

EmployeesSales



Our three Strategic Business Segments
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Professional FilterDispenserConsumer

Water filter jugs and 

corresponding cartridges

Drinking bottles, carafes, and 

corresponding filters

Kitchen taps and drinking water 
dispensers with filters 

Soda Maker

Offices and manufacturing

Hospitals and other healthcare

Hotels, restaurants, catering

Architects and engineers

Schools and universities

Cafés, coffeeshops

and bakeries

Vending

Catering

Fine dining
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New Strategy Period 2020-2025
SHAPING SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS:

Planet Contribution

Focus on 8 Strategic Components
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Identity

Vision

Mission

Wir sind BRITA. A global family. 

Committed to creating a positive and 
sustainable impact in the world of water.

We will change the way people 

drink water sustainably.

We offer to everybody the best drinking 

water experience according to their 
individual expectations.

Shaping Sustainable SolutionsStrategy 2020 - 2025

New Strategy Period 2020-2025
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Shaping Sustainable Solutions
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“We will do our part to
make the world a bit better.”
Markus Hankammer

Chief Executive Officer
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Our Sustainability Journey

20162015

Cartridge 

recycling 

established

Product 

carbon 

footprint 

MAXTRA

ISO 14001 

& Green 

electricity 

1st BRITA 

carbon 

footprint

WDC 

partnership

-20% 

energy 

use 

since 

2015

Strategy 

“SHAPING 

SUSTAINABLE 

SOLUTIONS”

1992 2020201920132011 20222021

Improvement of 

our carbon 

footprint by 

10.8% 

compared to 

2020 to 62,700 

metric tons

Over 5 billion 

bottles 

saved in 2022
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Our Sustainability Charter

In 2025 we will replace over 6.5 billion water bottles and prevent 1 million tons of CO2 through 

our products. But we know we need to do more to protect our planet - and we are: by pursuing clear 

ambitions in four sustainability focus areas. 

O
u
r 

G
o
a
ls

O
u
r 

A
m

b
it
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n

Reducing our company carbon 

footprint is a key contribution 

to help fight climate change. 

We will achieve this by minimizing 

emissions and by offsetting what we 

cannot avoid.

✓ Make emissions from Scope 1+2 

as well as logistics, fleet and 

travel carbon neutral from 2023 

on

✓ By 2023, define our road to Net 

Zero emissions

Emissions

Our products help prevent waste and 

emissions. 

To further improve their 

positive impact, we will 

reduce our dependency on virgin 

plastic and decrease 

the footprint of our products.

✓ reduce virgin plastic in 

our signature product portfolio by 

30% by 2025

Materials

We prioritize reusing materials 

in our own products and 

ensuring a high-quality 

recycling over lesser forms 

of disposal. We want our product 

materials to live a valuable second 

life.

✓ increase the share of returned 

ion exchanger to 20% by 2025

✓ implement a dispenser

refurbishment concept by 2023

Reuse & 

Recycling

Packaging waste is a global 

problem. We will reduce our 

footprint by using less 

packaging, replacing virgin 

plastic and using more 

sustainable materials.

✓ Eliminate 5,000 tons of 

packaging by 2025

✓ Eliminate virgin plastic in 

new packaging from 2025 on

✓ Ensure our packaging 

is 100% recyclable and 

supports the circular 

economy  

Packaging
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Additional BRITA KPI: Planet Contribution

Planet

Contribution
Sales Profit

Product

Impact

Company 

Carbon Footprint

5 billion bottles 

saved in 2022

Reduced Scope 1+2 emissions by 

9.5% from 2019 to 2022 
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What does 

BRITA 

look like 

in 2025?

Systems & Processes

…we have established and integrated state 

of the art processes & systems

Team

…we are 'One Great Team’ living up 

to the BRITA values

Partnering

…we use and live partnerships where necessary to accelerate 

our business development

Sustainability

…we are recognized as the sustainable 

solution provider for drinking water

Digitalization

…we have added significant value to our offering 

by digital solutions

Innovation

… we are perceived as the innovative provider 

of smart water solutions

Brand

…our new brand positioning model 

is implemented and recognized by 

our customers and consumers

Result Orientation

…we have integrated a consistent focus on 

results and costs



Sustainability

…we are recognized 

as the sustainable 

solution provider for 

drinking water



Innovation

…we are perceived 

as the innovative provider 

of smart

water solutions



BRITA –

the only global brand

in drinking water

optimization and 

individualization.

Brand



Digitalisation

…we have added

significant value

to our offering

by digital solutions



…we use and live

partnerships where

necessary to

accelerate our

business 

development

Partnering



Team

…we are

‘One Great Team’

living up to the

BRITA values



Systems &
Processes

… we have 

established and 

integrated state of the 

art systems & 

processes



Result
Orientation

…we have 

integrated

a consistent focus 

on results and act 

target-oriented
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Consumer

Dispenser

Professional Filter

Product Portfolio



Thank you!
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